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The ZetaTalk Newsletter
Issue 460, Sunday July 26, 2015
Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond.
New ZetaTalk

Earth Changes

Announcements

Signs of the Times

Council of Worlds Wins
The Zetas have recently stated that the war against the elite who were blocking Obama’s announcement admitting the presence
of and pending passage of Nibiru had been won, with the announcement now back on the schedule. But given the devious and
gaspingly greedy nature of the elite, can they be trusted to stick with the bargain, or might they backslide and regress? One
visible part of the war has been the elites plan to escape to and ride out the Pole Shift on Mars. A recent firm reminder that they
will not be allowed to escape occurred when Elon Musk’s latest shuttle to the ISS blew up. The Space X shuttle had been
repeatedly successful, so this was a surprise, and per the Zetas was making a firm statement.

ZetaTalk Insight 7/4/2015: Space X has had success in resupplying the ISS, though has floundered on landing on a floating
ocean platform. Resupply of the ISS is OK, reuse of their launch equipment so as to help the elite escape, not OK. The message
now is that the elite should not expect to get into space at all. No escape. The message here is to take all hope away from such
plans among the elite. They are to remain on Earth with the common man, and to the degree that they block the common man
from preparing for survival with strong survival camps, they damage their own chances of survival.
But the really dramatic message to the elite, showcasing the strength and reach of the Council of Worlds, occurred days later on
July 8, 2015 when China’s stock market was closed to prevent a plunge, the New York Stock Exchange closed for hours, the
Wall Street Journal website was unable to function, and United had to ground all their planes worldwide. All this on the same
day.
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China Stock Market Crash
July 7, 2015
http://www.vox.com/2015/7/7/8910293/china-stock-market-crash
More than 1,400 companies — representing a majority of all companies traded on the mainland's two major exchanges
— have halted trading in an effort to stop the previous days' slide. The amount of officially sanctioned margin trading in
the Chinese stock market ballooned from 403 billion yuan to 2.2 trillion yuan. Experts estimated that another 2 trillion
yuan or so of borrowed money has flowed into the markets using vehicles designed to skirt official limits on margin
trading. The government cracked down on vehicles designed to skirt the margin trading rules in April. The government's
toughest measures came on June 12, when China's securities regulator announced a new limit on the total amount of
margin lending stock brokers could do, while also reiterating the curbs on illicit margin trading. The stock market has
been in freefall ever since.
NYSE, WSJ and United Down: Coincidence?
July 8, 2015
http://www.techzone360.com/topics/techzone/articles/2015/07/08/
The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) suspended trading today at 11:32am ET due to a “technology glitch”. Investors
can still perform trades, just not on the NYSE. Around the same time as the NYSE shutdown, the Wall Street Journal
began experiencing technical issues. When attempting to access WSJ.com, the Wall Street Journal Homepage, resulted in
a 504 message. The third incident from today was an apparent “automation glitch” that caused United Airlines to ground
flights for an hour. The International Business Times has reported the Wall Street Journal outage was due to slow server
activity in processing HTTP requests. The 504 error that visitors were receiving was a result. United Airlines blames its
grounded flights on what it calls a “router malfunction.”
Automation Problem led to Ground Stop for United Airlines
July 8, 2015
http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/trafficandcommuting/faa-says-all-united-airlines-flights
Stranded passengers are probably wondering why United had to ask the Federal Aviation Administration to abruptly
ground all its planes at 8 am and kept them grounded until 9:49 am - an almost two-hour delay that grounded 4,900
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flights worldwide and caused big delays in United hubs in Chicago, Denver and Houston. The airline said a router
malfunction was to blame, but it wouldn’t elaborate.
While the simultaneous downtime raised eyebrows, what was even more intriguing was that Anonymous had warned this would
happen just the night before – on 10:45 pm on July 7. Per the Zetas, none of this was a coincidence, and it was all at the hand of
the Council of Worlds. Just don’t get cocky, is the message to the elite, and try to regress.

Has Anonymous Hacked the New York Stock Exchange?
July 8, 2015
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/technology-science/technology/anonymous-hacked
A malevolent tweet from the hacker collective Anonymous seems to hint at something more sinister. “Wonder if tomorrow
is going to be bad for Wall Street.... we can only hope.” 10:45 PM - 7 Jul 2015
NYSE Resumes Floor Trading after more than 3-Hour Halt
July 8, 2015
http://www.cnbc.com/id/102806720
Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson noted the glitch that caused the trading halt and an earlier computer problem
that grounded United Airlines flights appeared unrelated. On Tuesday, hacker group Anonymous tweeted a suspicious
statement about potential problems on Wall Street. Separately on Wednesday, The Wall Street Journal website
experienced an apparent outage that was resolved by roughly 1 pm ET.
ZetaTalk Comment 7/11/2015: China is considered the world’s strongest economy at present, and its newly affluent citizens
are doing more than buying cars and electronics. They are playing the stock market. In a country not familiar with capitalist
gambling markets, China is still establishing controls. Its recent bursting bubble, wherein their stock market lost 30% within
weeks, is a learning curve and not a fatal blow. Such market crashes are familiar to the West, from the 1929 crash to the more
recent 2008 housing bubble crash on Wall Street. Was the shutdown of the NYSE a reaction, a protective maneuver known as
Plunge Protection? Yes, despite claims that it was a computer crash. Panic trading is stopped in these instances.
What raised eyebrows was the apparent nexus in timing for other outages. United Airlines halted all flights earlier in the day
for two hours, claiming a computer glitch. The Wall Street Journal crashed, simultaneous to the NYSE down time, reportedly
due to the rush of the public to read the latest during the market closures. If a DDOS attack can disable a server, certainly a
rush by the public can create delayed service, but is there more to this story? Amid all this was a tweet from Anonymous
suggesting on July 7 that Wall Street will have a bad day on July 8, which then resulted.
Though seemingly separate issues, these well publicized outages not only have a common nexus, they were caused by the same
hand. As we stated after the elite caused Obama to miss his October 20, 2014 date for the announcement, the Council of Worlds
has gone to war with the elite. We have stated that this war has been won and the announcement will now proceed, but given
the nature of the Service-to-Self individuals prevalent among the elite, they are being given some last minute reminders on just
who won this war. They should not expect to recoup or rally. The sudden demise of a Space X shuttle to the ISS, after many
successes, was such a reminder to Elon Musk and his cronies.
China is a partner during Obama’s announcement, but the China stock market was clearly headed for an adjustment, and thus
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the timing of the Council’s warming. Speculators in China will be reined in sharply by China, unlike the criminals on Wall
Street who were never really disciplined after the Wall Street crash in 2008. Margin traders in China, hedge funds on Wall
Street, deceptive derivative packages by mortgage bundlers, and the hallmark symbols of these crimes the NYSE and the Wall
Street Journal. Anonymous of course is a human working closely with the Council on these matters.
What did the down time for United Airlines have to do with this sharp warning to Wall Street and wealthy speculators
worldwide? The United downtime occurred the same day, but earlier in the day. The elite, who dearly want to prevent Obama
from making his announcement, rely on modern day electronics to enhance their wealth. Beyond being able to make
transactions around the world in a blink of an eye, the symbol of their elevation to the status of gods, in their eyes, is air travel.
They can cross borders, evade prosecution, go to pleasant climates, and no one can stop them. Please note, this can be stopped
with a wink of the Council’s eye.

Pluto as Space Port
Recently the Zetas have confirmed that Comet 67P was emitting radio signals because it had a space port. It came under NASA
attention because of these radio signals, and thus the Rosetta probe was sent to make contact. The Zetas explained that the port
was a Service-to-Self alien port, as Service-to-Self aliens visiting Earth in 3rd density are not allowed to switch back to 4th
density as they do this poorly. Something akin to the mess depicted in the movie The Fly results. The Service-to-Self don’t do
teamwork well.

ZetaTalk Confirmation 11/22/2014: 67P was chosen because radio and other signals had indeed been traced coming from
67P, signs of intelligent alien life. Rosetta was sent forth as an exploratory probe, to make contact with aliens that might be
amenable to saving the elite, as their prior arrangements with Service-to-Self aliens to be taken to the Moon or to Mars were
being ignored. As can be seen from abandoned space ports in Antarctica, the dome shaped cap next to a cavern can remain
long after the port is inactive. That the landing has suffered mishaps is yet another message to the elite. You will not escape the
Earth during the forthcoming cataclysms.
The Zetas also confirmed that the asteroid Ceres had light cities which were space ports and residences of aliens in the Serviceto-Self.
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ZetaTalk Confirmation 2/28/2015: The mystery of the lights on Ceres, which are indeed indicative of an alien space base, will
not be resolved, as the public will never be told the truth. As with the Rosetta asteroid radio signals, where the public was only
provided air brushed images so the space port was not discernable, the images and evidence provided by the Dawn probe will
be altered and withheld. Why then are teasers provided to the public? There is ambivalence about fully admitting the alien
presence, and also a desire to brag. Space programs are always under threat of being underfunded, and providing teasers
ensures enthusiasm in the public, or so the thinking goes. Contact with this space port on Ceres would not be allowed, the Dawn
probe meeting with an accident if this were attempted. Whatever the eventual excuse provided for the lights, it will not include
the truth.
Now the New Horizon’s probe, sent ostensibly to take a close look at Pluto and its moon Charon, has run into trouble. Per the
Zetas, New Horizon has run into radio signals, which discombobulated the probe as it communicates with NASA back on Earth
via radio signals. Oops, another planetary body within the solar system housing Service-to-Self aliens!
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NASA Engineers Assess Glitch aboard Pluto-Bound Probe
July 4, 2015
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/engineers-assess-glitch-aboard-pluto-bound-probe/
NASA's New Horizons probe, nine-and-a-half years outbound from Earth and less than two weeks from a historic flyby of
Pluto, went into protective safe mode Saturday afternoon after experiencing an on-board anomaly, the space agency
reported. The spacecraft's autopilot, as programmed, switched over to a redundant flight computer and began
transmitting telemetry to Earth to help engineers troubleshoot the problem. An anomaly team was assembled to analyze
the glitch but given the probe's enormous distance -- it takes radio signals nine hours to make a round trip -- it likely will
take "one to several days" to restore normal operations. NASA said the anomaly team was working to return New
Horizons to its original flight plan. New Horizons is expected to pass within 7,750 miles of Pluto on the morning of July
14. Following a pre-programmed sequence of commands that were uploaded last week, the spacecraft will aim itself and
its instruments at Pluto and its large moon Charon for the first close-up looks at the distant worlds. Because of it takes
radio signals four hours and 25 minutes to cross the 3-billion-mile gulf, real-time commanding is not possible and New
Horizons must carry out its observations autonomously.
ZetaTalk Confirmation 7/4/2015: Almost a decade into its journey, the New Horizons probe is faltering. Why? Poised to make
a close pass to peek at Pluto, the probe’s mission seems innocuous enough. If comet Rosetta housed an alien base that operated
via radio signals, and the Ceres asteroid contains several well lit space ports, might Pluto likewise be home to aliens in the
Service-to-Self? The Service-to-Self are forced to remain in 3rd density by their masters, as they do not do teamwork well and
something akin to the movie The Fly occurs at times. Visitors from the Service-to-Other are adroit and slip into 4th density
between work stints.
If radio signals are used by these aliens in the Service-to-Self, and if NASA’s New Horizons probe uses radio signals for
communication with NASA back on Earth, is this an inherent conflict? Why would it not be? New Horizons is receiving radio
signals from more than one source. Signals from an alien base on Pluto confused New Horizons, and the likelihood of NASA
getting through to their probe without static and interference is slim. They might manage to fix New Horizons, only to find it
quickly discombobulated again.
The Zetas have declined questions about what kind of aliens are living at these space ports. What do they look like, and whom
are they visiting on Earth? The reason is that to detail these Service-to-Self visitors and their lifestyle and agenda would be to
engage, to start an engagement, which is how aliens above 3rd density interact, by the rules. This takes time and energy, which
the Service-to-Other Zetas supporting ZetaTalk feel is best spent elsewhere.

Jamaica Sinking
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The S American roll is progressing, a point made on July 3, 2015 when the sea rolled inland in Jamaica and the Caribbean Plate
was peppered with quakes along its western border, as can be seen from the July 8, 2015 IRIS earthquake chart. The Shearer
Heights area of Jamaica is on the southern coast of Jamaica, which rides on the northern edge of the Caribbean Plate. Per the
Zetas, it will experience a tilt during the 7 of 10 plate movements, the S American roll. The northern side may rise slightly, but
the southern side will lose elevation, which is what is happening in Jamaica! Zetas RightAgain!

Sea floods Rocky Point Community
3 July, 2015
http://jamaica-gleaner.com/article/news/20150703/photos-sea-floods-rocky-point
Residents in Rocky Point, Clarendon, are now on edge as water from the sea has flooded the community. This morning
residents woke up to flooded streets and yards as high tides caused huge volumes of water to flood the entire Shearer
Heights area. She said the drains are flooded and the situation is getting worse each day. The affected residents said they
have been experiencing the effects of this high tide for the last six weeks and fisher folk have been unable to venture out to
sea.
ZetaTalk Prediction 1/15/2010: The hump of the S American Plate intrudes into the Caribbean, and as it moves to the west it
will push the Caribbean Plate above Colombia down forcefully. The larger islands along the northern part of the Caribbean
Plate could be assumed to gain elevation except that the entire Caribbean Plate is losing, overall. Thus the southern shores of
these larger islands will experience some elevation loss, where beaches may emerge on the northern shores.

Nancy’s YouTube Channel
Check the Nancy Lieder YouTube channel periodically for new additions. Recent interviews include a monthly USAEBN show
with an emphasis on survival. Recent non-interview videos were generated as a result of the Google Sky controversy, and ends
with Video 69 which is an excellent quick overview of the hunt for Nibiru at the ZetaTalk coordinates in the night skies from
2001-2003.

The Micro Effect, July 8, 2015 on YouTube - Update on Nibiru: tracking Nibiru inbound in 2001-2003, visible
now in webcams, wobble evidence where Sun and Moon are found, NASA denials, earthquake coverup, chemtrail fogging the
view, EMP problems for planes and trains, underground shelters in US, elite escape to Mars, Russia and China laying plans for
their population, mammoth extinction, crustal shift evidence, Jade Helm 15, New Madrid adjustment pending, Walmart
closures.

USA Emergency Broadcast Network, July 6, 2015 on YouTube - Evidence of Nibiru: Sitchin translations of
ancient Summerian texts, Winged Globe as symbol and 2009 appearance on SOHO, Internet scams and Google Sky example,
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star charts, 1983 Washington Post article, magnetic disruptions and lack of sunspots, crazy weather, daily Earth wobble
evidence, Manhattanhenge, viewing Nibiru with filters, Venus looming, Noah's warnings, earthquake safety.

USA Emergency Broadcast Network, June 1, 2015 on YouTube - 3,600 Year Signature: San Andreas movie,
predicting quakes, Thera explosion in Mediterranean relationship to Jewish Exodus, extinction of Mammoth on Wrangle Island,
Greenland ice heavy, crustal shift implied, Velikovsky books, sea level drop or rise, Ice Ages, Madagascar extinction caves,
reading geology.

USA Emergency Broadcast Network, May 4, 2015 on YouTube - Earth plates move according to the scripted
drama written in history. India vs Himalayas started during Pangea breakup. Nepal quake reaction in Japan and the
Philippines. Atlantic is pulling apart, land off Europe and East Coast drooping as evidence below waves shows. Caribean
sinking too, roads under the waves, as S America rolls west pushing Caribbean down. Land bridge to Australia sinking too, due
to push under India plate. Widening Atlantic allows Africa to roll too, sinking Mediterranean and Red Sea and causing African
Rift Valley. N America as flat top plate cannot roll so diagonal pull causes New Madrid and Seaway rips.

USA Emergency Broadcast Network, April 6, 2015 on YouTube - Survival Mindset: sharing vs hoarding, Great
Depression era hobo camps an example, communes of the 60’s, pot luck suppers or communal soup pot, clothing racks,
everyone contributes volunteering best, disability is an attitude look at dogs with missing legs, action plan essential to thwart
depression, tasks for everyone, natural leaders will emerge and women and children see solutions readily, if PTSD hits homemade straight jacket helps, community essential to block gang activity.

USA Emergency Broadcast Network, March 2, 2015 on YouTube - off-grid energy options: direct current,
reversed alternators in cars and electric tools, wind and water always available, windmill types, lawn mower windmills,
windmills from car parts, steam engines, bike gen and crank appliances, wood gas and methane, solar panels, carbon arc lamps
when the light bulbs are gone.

Exopolitics on Revolution Radio, February 28, 2015 on YouTube - with Starr DiGiacomo, the ZetaTalk message,
Alberto's photos, telepathic message mechanics, 2003 prediction miss shock, Starr's blue men interaction, Nancy's hybrid kids,
7 of 10 presentation by bug-eye'd alien, Ceres space port, methane eruptions, contactee numbers, resentful groups, Star
Children, media wars, Pole Shift ning recommended.

The Zeta Report 67, June 13, 2015 on YouTube - In 1997 ZetaTalk provided coordinates, RA and Dec in the sky,
for the inbound Nibiru complex. Nibiru was tracked along this path from 2001 to 2003, and now is found on Google Sky at the
very RA and Dec predicted 18 years ago! Zetas RIGHT again!

The Zeta Report 68, June 15, 2015 on YouTube - In 2008 the Google Sky black box was blocking Nibiru at
Declination -6, where it equated to the Zeta predicted coordinates. And that ZetaTalk predicted this path in 1997 is true. But
any video on the Internet claiming Nibiru at Declination +22 is a fraud.

The Zeta Report 69, June 16, 2015 on YouTube - By tracking Nibiru according to the Zeta coordinates, it was
located in 2001, 2002, and 2003 precisely where predicted. No surprise that Google Sky showed it also, along the predicted
path. Zetas right again!
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